A self consistent scheme for constructing K − nuclear optical potentials from subthreshold inmediumKN s-wave scattering amplitudes is presented and applied to analysis of kaonic atoms data and to calculations of K − quasibound nuclear states. The amplitudes are taken from a chirally 
I. INTRODUCTION
A key issue in studying in-medium K − meson interactions concerns the strength of the attractive K − nuclear potential [1] . Related topical questions involve (i) the underlying freespaceKN interaction and whether or not it can realistically support K − nuclear clusters (see Ref. [2] for a recent review), and (ii) the role of K − mesons in multistrange self-bound matter [3] and in compact stars [4] . An order of magnitude estimate of the nuclear potential V K − is provided by the leading-order (LO) Tomozawa-Weinberg (TW) vector term of the chiral effective meson-baryon Lagrangian [5] which in the Born approximation gives
where ρ is the nuclear density, ρ 0 = 0.17 fm −3 , and f π ≈ 93 MeV is the pion decay constant. This attraction is doubled, roughly, within chirally based coupled-channelKN-πΣ-πΛ calculations that produce dynamically aKN quasibound state loosely identified with the Λ(1405) resonance [6] . Deeper potentials, in the range Re V K − (ρ 0 ) ∼ −(150-200) MeV are obtained in comprehensive global fits to K − -atom strong-interaction shifts and widths by introducing empirical density dependent effective K − N amplitudes [7] [8] [9] [10] . Such strongly attractive potentials are expected to generate K − nuclear quasibound states which could prove relatively narrow once the strong transitionKN → πΣ becomes kinematically forbidden for binding energies exceeding about 100 MeV, as conjectured by Akaishi and Yamazaki [11] . Experimentally, we mention the K − quasibound signals claimed for K − pp [12, 13] at and below the πΣN threshold. However, these reported signals are quite broad, at variance with the underlying physics. In contrast to the indications of a deep K − potential, considerably shallower potentials, Re V K − (ρ 0 ) ∼ −(40-60) MeV, are obtained for zero kinetic-energy kaons by introducing self energy (SE) contributions to the in-medium K − N threshold scattering amplitude, within a self-consistent procedure that includes in particular the potential V K − thus generated [14, 15] .
In a recent Letter [16] we reported on new, self consistent calculations of K − quasibound states that lead to deep K − nuclear potentials, considerably deeper than the 'shallow' potentials deduced in Refs. [14, 15] . The basic idea is to identify the K − N subthreshold energy domain required for the construction of V K − . For kaonic atoms, essentially at the K − nuclear threshold, this was explored during the 1970s by Wycech [17] , Bardeen and Torigoe [18] and Rook [19] who noted the dominance of the subthresholdKN quasibound state Λ(1405) in causing the in-mediumKN scattering amplitude to become more attractive as one goes to subthreshold K − N energies. In our Letter [16] we applied this idea, introducing a new self consistency requirement, to a comprehensive study of kaonic atoms that uses scattering amplitudes derived from a chirally motivated coupled channel meson-baryon Lagrangian [20] . Here we expand on these recent calculations to provide more details on derivation, systematics and results. In addition to the next to leading-order (NLO) model CS30 used in the Letter, in the present work we report on a new LO model TW1 fitted to the new SIDDHARTA values of shift and width of the 1s state in the K − hydrogen atom [21] . The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we describe a self consistent scheme of handling in-medium subthreshold K − N scattering amplitudes used in the construction of V K − . In
Sec. III we discuss the derivation of in-medium scattering amplitudes in both models TW1
and CS30. Some details are relegated to an Appendix. In Sec. IV we discuss kaonic atom calculations, and in Sec. V we discuss calculations of K − nuclear quasibound states. Sec. VI concludes the work with a brief summary of the main results.
II. HANDLING K − N SUBTHRESHOLD AMPLITUDES
In the single-nucleon approximation, the K − potential in nuclear matter of density ρ is given in terms of the in-medium K − N scattering amplitude F K − N ,
where F K − N ( p, √ s; ρ → 0) reduces to the free-space two-body K − N c.m. forward scattering amplitude F K − N ( p, √ s) and the nucleon energy E N is approximated by its mass m N in the kinematical factor in front of F K − N . Here, p is the relative K − N momentum and
2 is the Lorentz invariant Mandelstam variable s which reduces to the square of the total K − N energy in the two-body c.m. frame. In the laboratory frame,
Before constructing V K − for use in actual calculations, we need to prescribe how to interpret in Eq. (2) the two-body arguments p and √ s of the in-medium scattering amplitude. For s-wave amplitudes, the momentum dependence arises through the magnitude p of the relative momentum p which near threshold is approximated by
Averaging over angles, the square of p assumes the form
For √ s we note that p K + p N = 0 in the two-body c.m. system, but p K + p N = 0 in the nuclear laboratory system which nearly coincides with the K − -nucleus c.m. system.
Averaging over angles yields (
. Near threshold, neglecting quadratic terms in the binding energies
where E th = m N + m K . To transform the momentum dependence into density dependence, the nucleon kinetic energy p 2 N /(2m N ) is approximated in the Fermi gas model by
with T N = 23.0 MeV, and the
Coulomb potential. Under these approximations, Eqs. (4) and (5) become
where both terms on the r.h.s. are positive for attractive V K − , and
(in MeV), where all the terms following E th on the r.h.s. are negative, thus implementing the anticipated downward energy shift into the K − N subthreshold energy region. Eq. (7) is used in most of the bound state applications below as is, although we also checked the effect of implementing gauge invariance through the substitution √ s → √ s−V c . Gauge invariance often is not implemented in the solution of the free-space Lippmann-Schwinger equations of underlying chiral models simply because its effects on the two-body meson-baryon system are negligible.
We note that the K − nuclear potential V K − appears as an argument in expressions (6) and (7) for p 2 and √ s, respectively, which in turn serve as arguments in expression (2) for this same V K − . This suggests to calculate V K − self consistently within a scheme in which the downward energy shift into the K − N subthreshold energy region is density dependent and is controlled by the outcome self-consistent V K − (ρ). In the corresponding sections below we elaborate on the self consistency scheme which is applied to the solution of the wave equation satisfied by in-medium K − mesons.
III. IN-MEDIUMKN AMPLITUDES
The synergy of chiral perturbation theory and coupled channel T -matrix resummation techniques provides successful description ofKN interactions at low energies [2] . In our approach we employ chirally motivated coupled-channel s-wave potentials that are taken in a separable form,
with E i , M i and ω i denoting baryon energy, baryon mass and meson energy in the c.m.
system of channel i. The coupling matrix C ij is determined by chiral SU(3) symmetry. The parameter f π ∼ 100 MeV represents the pseudoscalar-meson decay constant in the chiral limit, and the inverse range parameters α i are fitted to the low energyKN data. The indices i and j run over the meson-baryon coupled channels πΛ, πΣ,KN, ηΛ, ηΣ and KΞ, including all their appropriate charge states. Details of the free-space version of this model are given in Ref. [20] . Here we summarize its essential points with emphasis on in-medium modifications.
The chiral symmetry of meson-baryon interactions is reflected in the structure of the C ij coefficients derived directly from the Lagrangian. The exact content of the matrix elements up to second order in the meson c.m. kinetic energies was specified already in Ref. [22] . In practice, one often considers only the leading order TW interaction [5] with energy dependence given by
The structure constants C TW ij are listed in Ref. [23] . We note that this relativistic prescription differs from the one adopted in models derived from a chiral Lagrangian formulation for static baryons [20, 22] and expanded strictly only to second order in meson energies and quark masses. There, the energy dependence form (2 The scattering amplitudes corresponding to the separable potentials (8) are also of a separable form
with the same form factors g i (p) and g j (p ′ ), and where the reduced scattering amplitude f ij is given explicitly by
Here the meson-baryon propagator G( √ s) is diagonal in the channel indices i and j. When the elementaryKN system is submerged in the nuclear medium one has to consider Pauli blocking and self energies (SE) generated by the interactions of mesons and baryons with the medium. Thus, the propagator G( √ s) and the reduced amplitudes f ij ( √ s) become dependent on the nuclear density ρ. The intermediate state Green's function is calculated scattering amplitudes f ij ( √ s, ρ) as was first suggested by Lutz [24] . In the present calculation, following Ref. [15] , the baryon and pion self energies were approximated by momentum independent potentials V = V 0 ρ/ρ 0 with real and imaginary parts of V 0 chosen consistently from mean-field potentials used in nuclear structure calculations and in scattering calculations, respectively. Specifically, we adopted
The free parameters of the separable-interaction chiral models considered in Ref. [20] and in the present work were fitted to the available experimental data on low energyKN [26] and are compared to the SIDDHARTA measured values [21] . The K − p threshold branching ratios γ, R c , R n are from Ref. [25] . The last two columns list the calculated I = 0 S-matrix pole [21] .
In the present work we focus on a separable-interaction LO chiral model marked TW1, constructed by fitting just two parameters to the data, f π = 113 ± 2 MeV for the PS meson decay constant and α = 701 ± 20 MeV for the common inverse range parameter, both within one's theoretical expectations. Some characteristics of the TW1 model in comparison to other LO models are listed in Table I . These LO models include only the leading TW interaction [5] , with interchannel couplings given by Eq. 
2 . The πΣ-KN interchannel coupling moves the poles away from their zero-coupling position, the precise full-coupling position exhibiting some model dependence. It is remarkable that all the LO TW models listed in the table are in close agreement on the position of the upper pole z 2 . This agreement is spoiled when NLO corrections that require additional low energy constants to be fitted to the experimental data are included in the interchannel couplings.
In contrast, the position of the lower pole z 1 exhibits model dependence already in TW models. Generally, it is located much further away from the real axis than the pole z 2 . The pole z 2 is usually relegated to the subthreshold behavior of the K − p amplitude and to the Λ(1405) resonance observed in the πΣ mass spectrum inKN initiated reactions. Nuclear medium effects on the poles z 1 , z 2 are discussed in the Appendix.
In Fig. 1 we show the energy dependence of the reduced elastic scattering amplitudes f K − p and f K − n in model TW1 in free space and for two versions of in-medium modifications (marked 'with' and 'without' SE). Recall that
) is affected by the
is not affected. Indeed, the free-space amplitudes, in dashed lines, exhibit a marked difference between (attractive) in the whole energy range, in agreement with phenomenological analyses of kaonic atoms [7] , while the peak of the imaginary part moves back to approximately where it was in the free-space amplitude. The most striking feature of the model is the sharp increase in the real part of the amplitude when going to subthreshold energies, caused mainly by the introduction of kaon self energy in the propagator (12) which is responsible for moving the resonant structure related to the Λ(1405) back below theKN threshold.
Consequently, the K − p interaction becomes much stronger at energies about 30 MeV below the K − p threshold with respect to its strength at threshold. This feature is missing in the in-medium calculations of Ref. [14] which get substantially different results than ours already when only Pauli blocking is accounted for.
Although the simple LO TW1 model was used to demonstrate the nuclear medium effect on the K − p interaction in Fig. 1 , the same pattern is obtained within the NLO CS30 model of Ref. [20] . This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 where in-medium 'with SE' K − p reduced scattering amplitudes generated in these two models are compared to each other at ρ = ρ 0 . The differences between the two sets of curves are seen to be minute.
To end this section we show in Fig. 3 , for model TW1, the reduced scattering amplitude corresponding to the interaction of K − mesons with symmetric nuclear matter,
where
marked by dashed lines. Its imaginary part peaks about 15 MeV below theKN threshold, and its real part rapidly varies there from weak attraction above to strong attraction below threshold. While f K − N ( √ s) at and near threshold is constrained by data that serve to determine the parameters of the chiral model, the extrapolation to the subthreshold region may suffer from ambiguities depending on the applied model [2] . Also shown in table are being analyzed together, usually with the help of optical potentials which are related to the nuclear densities [10] . This type of analyses could reveal characteristic features of the interaction which, in turn, reflect on the underlying K − N interaction in the medium, for example, its energy and density dependence. It was shown already in 1993 [7] that with densitydependent empirical amplitudes within a 'tρ' approach to the optical potential, very good fits to the data were possible. Depths of the real potential were close to 180 MeV whereas fixed-t models achieved inferior fits and the resulting potentials were half as deep. Later predictions of in-medium chiral models at threshold [14] presented depths of only 50 MeV for the real potential at full nuclear density. This wide span of values has been termed the 'deep vs. shallow' controversy in kaonic atoms [29] . While attention has been focused on depths of the potentials, little attention was paid to the other empirical finding [7] , namely, that the best-fit real potentials were not only deep but also 'compressed' relative to the corresponding nuclear densities, with r.m.s. radii smaller than the nuclear r.m.s. radii. This feature means that the real part of the underlying K − -bound nucleon interaction increases with density, and it is shown below to be in line with the density dependence of the chiral model in-medium amplitudes employed in the present work.
A. Wave equation
The choice of K − wave equation follows naturally from the in-medium dispersion relation
where 
Here, µ is the K − -nucleus reduced mass, B K = B K + iΓ K /2 is a complex binding energy, including a strong interaction width Γ K , and V c is the K − Coulomb potential generated by the finite-size nuclear charge distribution, including vacuum-polarization terms.
B. s waves
The first application of the scheme presented in Sec. II for handling K − N amplitudes below threshold was to global analyses of strong-interaction effects in kaonic atoms. The data base was the same as in Ref. [7] with 65 data points for targets from 7 Li to 238 U. In solving the KG equation (15), the p K momentum dependence of F K − N was transformed into density and energy dependence according to Eq. (6). Furthermore, proton and neutron densities were handled separately, replacing F K − N ( √ s, ρ)ρ(r) by an effective amplitude K − N (ρ) are the underlying mechanisms behind the compression of the real part and inflation of the imaginary part of best-fit density-dependent phenomenological potentials [7] . Similar results for CS30 amplitudes that include SE were shown in Ref. [16] . Although there are differences in details between the various models, the geometrical implications are robust. The decrease of Im F eff K − N with increasing density is unreasonably rapid, originating from the one-nucleon nature of the CS30 amplitudes, where, as seen in Fig. 3 for the similar TW1 amplitude, the imaginary part practically vanishes around 80 MeV below threshold. We note that multi-nucleon absorption processes which become increasingly important at subthreshold energies are not included in the present approach.
Since strong-interaction effects in kaonic atoms are dominated by the widths, the deficiency in the imaginary part of the amplitudes must be reflected when comparing predictions with experiment. This is indeed the case with χ 2 per point of about 10. 
in Fig. 3 . The resulting TW1 K − nuclear potentials are shown in Fig. 6 , exhibiting remarkable similarity to the CS30 K − nuclear potentials of Fig. 5 . We note that the addition of phenomenological terms lowers the resulting χ 2 to as low a value as 124 for 65 data points. 
C. Adding p waves
Next we turn to the question of whether kaonic atom data support contributions from a p-wave term in the K − N interaction and, for reference, we first checked the effect of including such a phenomenological term in a tρ potential. A p-wave term was added to the simplest tρ s-wave potential as follows [10] :
with q(r) its s-wave part given by
and the p-wave part given by
Terms proportional to ρ n (r) − ρ p (r) are neglected here. It is seen from Table II that an improved fit to the data is obtained with some of the absorption shifted from the s-wave term into the p-wave term which is repulsive and, thereby, the s-wave attraction required to fit the data is enhanced. However, this could also be just a numerical effect of the χ 2 fit process 'compressing' the real part of the otherwise s-wave tρ potential, as noted above.
The empirical p-wave term may be compared, for example, with the K − p p-wave amplitude of Weise and Härtle [30] which is dominated by the I = 1 Σ(1385) subthreshold resonance. Over the energy range between about 1385 MeV and the K − N threshold at 1432 MeV the K − p p-wave amplitude is approximated there by
with
MeV and a background term d=0.06 fm 3 .
Considering that c K − n = 2c K − p for an I = 1 dominated amplitude, then for ρ p ≈ ρ n and neglecting ρ n − ρ p terms in the empirical potential, c K − p is to be multiplied by 3/2 in order to compare with the above c 0 . Table III shows calculated values for a 'microscopic' The natural next step was to include c K − p of Eq. (20) in the subthreshold evaluation of the s-wave potential to create also a K − N-based p-wave potential. This was done at each radial point for the local density and the √ s obtained self-consistently for the dominant s-wave potential. Without any adjustable parameters it reduced the CS30-based χ 2 from ≈ 10 per point to about 6 per point. Including also two scaling factors, for the resonance part and for the background part of Eq. (20) and searching on these parameters, yielded a scaling factor −0.025 ± 0.029 for the resonance and 3.5 ± 0.1 for the background, with χ 2 ≈ 3 per point. It means that within the subthreshold approach to the K − N interaction a resonance term in the p-wave interaction is not required to fit the data. This is consistent with the first comprehensive phenomenological analysis ofKN-πY coupled channels by Kim [35] , concluding that the Σ(1385) is definitely not a p-waveKN bound state, but rather a πΛ scattering resonance with very weak coupling to theKN channel. This conclusion was reinforced in a dispersion relation analysis by A.D. Martin [25] in which theKN channel coupled very weakly, compatible with zero coupling to the Σ(1385) resonance. Finally, the p-wave amplitude c K − p of Eq. (20) was included in the 'CS30+phen.' fits, where ρ and ρ 2 terms were added to the CS30 potentials. Again the resonance term was found to vanish and only a small p-wave constant background term was acceptable. It is therefore concluded that fits to kaonic atom data do not require a resonant p-wave term within the subthreshold self consistent approach of the present work.
V. CALCULATIONS OF K − NUCLEAR QUASIBOUND STATES
Quasibound K − nuclear states in several nuclei across the periodic table were calculated in Refs. [3, 9] within the relativistic mean field (RMF) model for nucleons and antikaons.
The energy independent K − nuclear real potential V RMF K − was supplemented in these calculations by a phenomenological 'tρ' imaginary potential Im V K − with energy dependence that accounted for the reduced phase space available for in-medium K − absorption. Two-nucleon absorption terms were also included.
The present formulation differs fundamentally from these previous RMF calculations in that we use a K − nuclear potential V K − given by Eq. (2) in terms of energy and density dependent in-medium K − N scattering amplitudes F K − N ( p, √ s, ρ) generated from a well defined coupled-channel chiral model. The momentum dependence of F K − N was transformed into energy and density dependence using Eq. (6). The in-medium KG dispersion relation (14) leads to a bound-state KG equation satisfied by the K − wavefunction which is written here in the form
and √ s is given by Eq. (7) which now also includes the substitution
Equation (21) differs from the K − atom equation (15) by A −1 correction terms. Since B K and V K − (ρ) appear through Eq. (23) in the argument √ s of F K − N (the latter is essentially
, it suggests a self consistency scheme in terms of both B K and V K − (ρ) for solving the KG equation (21) . In order to study the effect of energy and density dependencies of the argument √ s of the chiral K − N scattering amplitude F K − N , we first solved the KG equation in a static approximation, switching off the RMF self consistency cycle that accounts for the modification of the nuclear density by the strongly bound K − meson and its effect on the binding energy B K . Self consistency with respect to B K and V K − (ρ), however, remained operative in the static approximation. Realistic RMF density distributions ρ(r) of the core nuclei were employed. In The calculated widths displayed in Table IV represent only K − N → πY decays, accounted for by the coupled-channel chiral model. The widths are very large in both 'no SE' and '+SE' in-medium versions when using threshold amplitudes, and are considerably smaller in the self consistent calculations using subthreshold amplitudes owing to the proximity of the πΣ thresholds. In this case the '+SE' widths are about half of the 'no SE'
widths and approximately 10% of those calculated using threshold amplitudes. The sensitivity of the calculated K − binding energies and widths to the specific form of the in-medium subthreshold extrapolation of √ s is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . Here, 1s states in several nuclei are calculated self-consistently in the 'no SE' version within the TW1 model [3, 9] . Whereas the binding energies decrease insignificantly, the resulting widths of order Γ K ∼ 50 MeV become comparable in light nuclei to the binding energies B K .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have used several versions of in-mediumKN scattering amplitudes constructed in a chirally motivated coupled channel separable potential model to derive selfconsistently the K − nuclear potential for several bound state applications. TheKN scattering amplitudes exhibit, invariably, a strong energy and density dependence below threshold, which reflects the dominant effect of the Λ(1405) subthreshold resonance. This is precisely the energy region relevant for the self consistent construction of V K − for kaonic atoms and for amplitudes with those of other chiral models, as discussed for example in Ref. [28] , we expect these results to hold generally in any coupled-channel chiral model constrained by low energy K − p data once our self consistency construction is applied. The density dependence of the resulting kaonic atom potentials is such that by adding adjustable phenomenological terms to be determined by fits to the data, the real part of the potential becomes twice as deep and the imaginary part about three times as deep due to a ρ 2 -dominated complex term which could representKNN → Y N dispersive and absorptive modifications. These substantial modifications at full nuclear density represent extrapolations from the nuclear surface region to which kaonic atoms are mostly sensitive and where such modifications appear more modest. More work is needed to explain the origin and test the existence of the sizable ρ 2 term. Finally, the effects of a p-wave interaction generated by the Σ(1385) subthreshold resonance are found secondary to the effects of the s-wave interaction which is dominated by the Λ(1405) subthreshold resonance.
Riemann sheet location of this pole denies it of any quasibound interpretation. The I = 1 poles persist also in the more involved NLO chiral models discussed in Ref. [20] . As expected, the nuclear medium has no significant impact on the position of poles related to the πΣ channel. On the other hand, both poles related to theKN channel move to considerably higher energies as the density increases. The I = 0KN pole that affects most theKN scattering amplitude moves as high as about 1475 MeV, almost reaching the real energy axis. Since the pole is relatively far from the physical region due to theKN branch cut, the scattering amplitude exhibits a cusp instead of a proper resonance structure (see the dot-dashed line in Fig. 1 of the main text). When kaon self energy is implemented the pole moves back below theKN threshold, residing now in the [+, −] Riemann sheet.
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Since it remains relatively far from the physical region, one again gets a cusp structure as
